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Reference works are tedious to prepare, and their authors can never expect them to become best-sellers, despite the fact that they are essential tools for professors and students alike. Although reference works seldom enter private libraries, they are top-priority purchases for academic and research libraries.

The standard bibliographic guides for research on Latin American topics have been the Handbook of Latin American Studies, an annual bibliography of books and articles published since 1935, and the Hispanic American Periodical Index (HAPI), an annual index to the periodical literature published since 1970. More recently, the North-South Center at the
University of Miami created Info-South, a database of citations and abstracts of articles on the business, legal, political, and economic affairs of Latin America from leading journals, news magazines, newspapers, and newsletters. This database is growing by some ten thousand citations each year. The annual Bibliography of Latin American and Caribbean Bibliographies is a comprehensive guide to bibliographies in serials.¹

Most standard book-length reference works on Latin America are general or cover literary or historical subjects. This concentration makes welcome the publication in the last five years of several reference works related to politics in Latin America. As specialized reference works, both Partidos y elecciones en América Latina: Guía bibliográfica and Handbook of Political Science Research on Latin America: Trends from the 1960s to the 1990s will save their users much research time.

Edited by Manuel Alcántara, Ismael Crespo, and Antonia Martínez, Partidos y elecciones en América Latina is a book-length bibliography containing some fifteen hundred citations of books and journal articles. Organized by country or region, it includes a directory of research institutes and documentation centers in Spain and Latin America that study Latin American political parties and elections. The compilers of the guide belong to a new generation of social scientists at the Facultad de Ciencias Políticas of the Colegio de Gobierno y Ciencias Políticas of the Universidad Complutense in Madrid and that university’s Programa de Estudios Latinoamericanos at the Instituto Ortega y Gasset. Some of these researchers also are involved in publishing the quarterly América Latina Hoy. The bibliography was published by the Asociación para la Investigación y Especialización en Temas Iberoamericanos (AIETI), which seeks to encourage research in the social sciences on contemporary Latin American issues and relations between Spain and Latin America.

This bibliography will be particularly helpful to U.S. scholars in providing a sample of contemporary Spanish literature on Latin American politics and a list of Spanish research institutes where this material is being produced. Partidos y elecciones en América Latina is representative of the scholarship on the subject outside the English-speaking world. Although restrictions on size forced the compilers to produce a select bibliography, its many citations make the volume a notable contribution to scholarship on Latin American political parties and elections.

Alcántara’s introduction points out that in the last decade, political parties and electoral politics have played active roles in recent developments in Latin America. Moreover, because the literature covered in this bibliography was produced in the last twenty-five years of political debate and growth, it includes works that have been influential in actual

¹. This periodical has been published since 1986 by the SALALM Secretariat, which just moved from the University of New Mexico to the University of Texas at Austin.
political projects or seminal for contemporary Latin American political theory. Although selective, this bibliography encompasses all countries and areas in the region, avoiding imbalances that could arise from the fact that some Latin American countries publish more than others. Balanced coverage makes Partidos y elecciones en América Latina an invaluable guide for researchers embarking on comparative studies. One could only wish that the bibliography had been annotated and indexed according to author.

David Dent’s Handbook of Political Science Research on Latin America from the 1960s to the 1990s is more than a bibliography and in a manner that makes it complementary to Partidos y elecciones en America Latina. Dent’s volume attempts to encompass the literature on Latin American politics produced in the last decades in Latin America and the United States but ignores European scholarship. Each country or regional section on comparative politics or international relations is covered in a bibliographical essay, followed by an extensive bibliography on the country or region under discussion. The appendices include a select annotated bibliography of reference works on Latin American politics by Peter Johnson, Dent’s essay entitled “Macro-Trends in Political Science Research, 1960–1985: Data from the Handbook of Latin American Studies,” and a list of major research centers and institutes in Latin America and the Caribbean.

Handbook of Political Science Research on Latin America displays a distinguished list of contributors in accordance with Dent’s goal of “producing a reference work that would synthesize the research trends in the field of Latin American politics since 1960, relying on sixteen scholars who have been key contributors to the study of Latin American politics in the United States and Latin America.” All the contributors have lived and done fieldwork in Latin America or the Caribbean.

A bibliography like this one has the advantage over an unannotated bibliography (such as Partidos y elecciones en América Latina) of placing works in context and evaluating them. Although this approach can lend itself to biased opinion on particular items, the description allows users to surmise the contents. Use of the Handbook is facilitated by a name index (including individuals referred to in the works cited as well as authors), and a subject index.

Although the Hispanic American Periodical Index and the Handbook of Latin American Studies have provided access to monographs and the periodical literature on Latin America, few biographical reference works have been published on the educational and work experience of public figures. From 1935 to 1946, Stanford University published Who’s Who in Latin America, a biographical dictionary of outstanding living men and women of Spanish America and Brazil, but since 1946 nothing has been published in English on all of Latin America. Some who’s whos were published in Latin America after 1946 but covered only single countries.
In the 1980s, biographical dictionaries on political leaders were published in Argentina and Mexico. The *Diccionario biográfico de políticos argentinos* was published in Buenos Aires by Planeta in 1989, and the *Diccionario biográfico del gobierno mexicano* in Mexico City by La Presidencia in 1984. In the United States, Roderic Ai Camp had already published the first edition of his *Mexican Political Biographies, 1935–1975* in 1976.

The first attempt to compile a regional who’s who for Latin America since the demise of the Stanford University project was Robert Alexander’s *Biographical Dictionary of Latin American and Caribbean Political Leaders*, published by Greenwood Press in 1988. A more inclusive and up-to-date example is Bettina Corke’s *Who’s Who in Latin America: Government, Politics, Banking and Industry*. Organized by country, entries include the individual’s complete academic and occupational background as well as current mailing address and (usually) telephone numbers. Like the other works reviewed here, Latin America refers to all the countries in the Western Hemisphere other than the United States and Canada. The name index includes a country reference for every individual cited.

Biographical dictionaries for individual countries are available, but in most cases they have not been updated. That has not been the case with Roderic Camp’s *Mexican Political Biographies, 1935–1975*, which was updated in 1982 as *Mexican Political Biographies, 1935–1981* and is now appearing in a third edition, *Mexican Political Biographies, 1935–1993*. In between the second and third editions of this work, Camp published an excellent historical-biographical dictionary covering an earlier period, *Mexican Political Biographies, 1884–1935*.

Both *Mexican Political Biographies, 1884–1935* and *Mexican Political Biographies, 1935–1993* have individual entries indicating each subject’s educational and occupational background, titles of major publications, and sources of information on the individual. *Mexican Political Biographies, 1935–1993* also offers information on the subject’s family ties. Both volumes include lists of supreme court judges, senators and federal deputies (including alternates and the states that they represented), directors of federal departments and agencies, governors (by state), presidents, and ambassadors to some countries.²

*Mexican Political Biographies, 1884–1935* includes lists of members of the national executive committees of the Partido Nacional Revolucionario (PNR), and *Mexican Political Biographies, 1935–1993* adds those of the Partido Revolucionario Mexicano (PRM) and the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI). The latter volume lists rectors and directors of the national universities, presidents and secretaries general of the Partido de
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Acción Nacional (PAN), the Partido Auténtico de la Revolución Mexicana, the Partido Democrático de la Revolución, the Partido Democrático Mexicano, the Partido Socialista Popular, and the Frente Cardenista para la Reconstrucción Nacional, as well as the secretaries general of the Confederación de Trabajadores de México, the Confederación Nacional Campesina, the Federación de Sindicatos de Trabajadores al Servicio del Estado, the Sindicato Único de Trabajadores Electristas de la República Mexicana, and the Sindicato de Trabajadores Petroleros de la República Mexicana. These appendices are extremely valuable because they allow researchers to locate information about persons who have held specific positions in Mexican government without knowing individual names.

These comprehensive biographical dictionaries also include brief but informative bibliographical essays, and the section entitled “How Persons Were Selected for Inclusion” provides useful insights on the realities of political life in Mexico. The several volumes of Camp’s Mexican Political Biographies represent decades of work, the kind of project that is never complete. Ideally, they will inspire other Latin Americanists to compile similar biographic reference works for other countries.

Political statistics for Latin America are not extremely difficult to find. They appear in statistical yearbooks and can also be obtained from political parties and agencies that monitor public opinion. Dieter Nohlen’s Enciclopedia electoral latinoamericana y del Caribe makes the task still easier by bringing together in one volume statistical information that was previously time-consuming to find. This volume resulted from a team effort, with the compilers of each country section introducing their area in informative essays. These introductions give readers background on the political history and government organization of each country, providing context for graphs and tables. A bibliography at the end of each country section cites the sources of the statistical information included.

Enciclopedia electoral latinoamericana may be the most complete source of voting statistics for Latin America. For some countries, lists of presidents and heads of state are provided. This reference work is essential for any collection on Latin American studies, particularly those where research on current political issues is being conducted.

After the subject of political parties and electoral politics, human rights issues are currently the most studied aspect of Latin American politics. Directorio de Organizaciones de Derechos Humanos: América Latina y el Caribe / Human Rights Directory: Latin America and the Caribbean, edited by Laurie Wiseberg, Guadalupe López, and Sara Meselson, is a bilingual comprehensive directory of organizations concerned about human rights. Published by the Human Rights Internet, it contains a general section on inter-American organizations, country sections, and one on international organizations. Each entry summarizes the history and the activities of the organization and lists a contact person and major publications.
The Directorio de Organizaciones de Derechos Humanos offers an excellent index by organization consisting of an alphabetical listing of all names and the acronyms (in all relevant languages) of every organization included in the directory. This index also lists organizations that have no entry under their own name but are mentioned in the description of another organization, either as an affiliated or member group.

The books reviewed here are just a few of the useful reference works on Latin American politics produced in the last five years. In the long run, databases like the LADB at the University of New Mexico, UTLANIC at the University of Texas–Austin, and Info-South at the North-South Center at the University of Miami will become the sources for bibliographies like those in Partidos y elecciones en América Latina. In the not-so-distant future, information in printed directories like the Directorio de Organizaciones de Derechos Humanos will be obtainable via specialized electronic newsletters. But publications like the Handbook of Political Science Research on Latin America and annotated bibliographies will remain easier to use in printed form. Given the growth in literature on this subject, they are the kind of reference work needed most at this stage.

Winners and Losers
How Sectors Shape the Developmental Prospects of States
D. MICHAEL SHAFER
In a book that reframes our thinking about success and failure in economic development, Shafer focuses on the ways in which the dominant export sector ties a country to the international economy. He tests his approach with in-depth analyses of Costa Rica, El Salvador, Korea, Zambia, and Sri Lanka. CORNELL STUDIES IN POLITICAL ECONOMY $37.50 cloth, $14.95 paper

Sex and Conquest
Gendered Violence, Political Order, and the European Conquest of the Americas
RICHARD C. TREXLER
Trexler depicts male sexual culture in Europe and America at the time of the conquest. He focuses on the berdaches, Native American males who lived as women. "Written with a sense of mission, this erudite book makes a powerful argument that ought to be taken seriously." —SABINE MacCORMACK, author of Religion in the Andes: Vision and Imagination in Early Colonial Peru. $29.95

Exotic Nations
Literature and Cultural Identity in the United States and Brazil, 1830–1930
RENATA R. MAUTNER WASSERMAN
Wasserman looks at how, during the first decades following political independence, writers in the United States and Brazil assimilated and subverted European images of an "exotic" New World to create new literatures that asserted cultural independence and defined national identity. $39.95 cloth, $16.95 paper

At bookstores, or call (607) 277-2211
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS Sage House • 512 East State Street • Ithaca NY 14850
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THE MURALS OF REVOLUTIONARY NICARAGUA, 1979–1992
DAVID KUNZLE
“Kunzle has done the Americas a great favor by documenting the glory days of the Sandinista mural movement.” —Lucy Lippard, writer and activist
“Kunzle’s genius lies in tying together the political and the cultural in a way that explains the meaning of political events, the mural phenomenon, and the content of individual murals.”
—Eva S. Cockcroft, writer and muralist
$65.00 cloth, $29.95 paper, illustrated

SETTING THE VIRGIN ON FIRE
Lázaro Cárdenas, Michoacán Peasants, and the Redemption of the Mexican Revolution
MARJORIE BECKER
“A major work in the field of Mexican revolutionary and gender studies. Becker is an indefatigable fieldworker; the array and richness of her archival and oral sources is simply astonishing.”
—Gilbert M. Joseph, author of Revolution From Without
$45.00 cloth, $17.00 paper

VALE OF TEARS
Revisiting the Canudos Massacre in Northeastern Brazil, 1893–1897
ROBERT M. LEVINE
New in paper—“A brilliant and sensitive portrayal not only of Canudos, but of the sertão more generally. . . . It is about time we had such nuanced understanding about this tragic misunderstanding.”—Luso-Brazilian Review
$15.95 paper

CONGRATULATIONS
FLORENCIA E. MALLON
author of PEASANT AND NATION
The Making of Postcolonial Mexico and Peru
winner of the BRYCE WOOD BOOK AWARD
$55.00 cloth, $19.00 paper
BORDER CORRESPONDENT
Selected Writings, 1955-1970
RUBEN SALAZAR
Edited and Introduced by Mario T. García
“A reporter translating parts of a changing America to itself. Salazar’s strength...is the sheer fact of his access and sensitivity to a community little understood by Anglos.”—Publishers Weekly
This first major collection of former Los Angeles Times reporter and columnist Ruben Salazar’s writings, is a testament to his pioneering role in the Mexican American community, in journalism, and in the evolution of race relations in the U.S.
At bookstores or order 1-800-822-6657.

AUTHORITARIAN ARGENTINA
The Nationalist Movement, Its History and Its Impact
DAVID ROCK
New in paper—“Required reading. . . . It is well written and argued, carefully balancing close historical detail with broad genealogy.” —Hispanic American Historical Review
$14.95 paper

UNFINISHED CONQUEST
The Guatemalan Tragedy
VICTOR PERERA
Photographs by Daniel Chauche
New in paper with a new afterword—“Now comes Victor Perera, Guatemalan-born intellectual, to give us, more in sorrow than anger, a lucid account that upsets expectations of what [the civil war] period has done to his country.”
—Washington Post
$14.95 paper, illustrated

At bookstores or order 1-800-822-6657.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
CELEBRATING 25 YEARS AS ONE OF THE LEADING REFERENCE SOURCES ON LATIN AMERICA!

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE
Each month, ISLA reprints 350 pages of key articles drawn from nine major English-language newspapers, covering political, economic, and social developments in Latin America.

FULL-TEXT ARTICLES
ISLA selects and organizes full-text articles that include news, features, analysis, opinion pieces, editorials, and letters.

THOSE WHO NEED IT MOST
ISLA provides scholars, journalists, human rights activists, government officials, and public policy makers with thorough and detailed coverage of Latin America news.
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THE LIFE AND DEATH OF CAROLINA MARIA DE JESUS
Robert M. Levine and José Carlos Sebe Bom Meihy
Probes the reasons for this black Brazilian author’s meteoric rise and fall from public attention—from abject poverty, to best-selling author, and back again to near destitution.
Cloth: $29.95  Paper: $15.95

A DREAM OF LIGHT AND SHADOW
Portraits of Latin American Women Writers
Edited by Marjorie Agosín
A selection of portraits of contemporary Latin American women writers that highlights their activism as well as their literary contributions.
Cloth: $32.50

A GREEN TREE AND A DRY TREE
Carter Wilson
Foreword by Francine Prose
A novel about a native uprising in Chiapas over a century ago which foreshowed the current indigenous revolution.
Paper: $17.95

EMILIANO ZAPATA
Revolution and Betrayal in Mexico
Samuel Brunk
A readable and fast-moving narrative of Zapata’s role in the Mexican Revolution and his relationship to the urban intellectuals who joined his movement.
Cloth: $45.00  Paper: $24.95

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
At bookstores, or call 1-800-249-7737  FAX 1-800-622-8667
Outstanding Scholarship

Ideas and Ideologies in Latin America since 1870
Leslie Bethell, Editor
This book brings together chapters from Volumes IV, VI, and IX of The Cambridge History of Latin America to provide in one volume the economic, social and political ideologies of Latin America since 1870.
Contributors: Richard M. Morse, Charles A. Hale, Joseph L. Love, Thomas F. Glick, Enrique Dussel
46341-6 Hardback about $49.95
46833-7 Paperback about $18.95

The Revolutionary Mission
American Business in Latin America, 1900-1945
Thomas F. O'Brien
During the twentieth century, American corporations have spread American material productivity and American values such as consumerism and competitiveness around the globe. This book is the first to explore the impact of American corporate culture on Latin American societies and to examine its influence on the populist nationalist movements of the 1930s.
Cambridge Latin American Studies 81
55015-7 Hardback $49.95

Pinochet's Economists
The Chicago School of Economics in Chile
Juan Gabriel Valdés
This book tells the extraordinary story of the Pinochet regime's economists, known as the Chicago Boys, who launched the first radical free market strategy implemented in a developing country. The ideological strength of their mission and the military authoritarianism of General Pinochet combined to transform an economy that, following the return to democracy, has stabilized and is now seen as a model for Latin America.
Historical Perspectives on Modern Economics
45146-9 Hardback $49.95

The Haiti Crisis in International Law
Marc Weller, Editor
Ana MacLean, Assistant Editor
The Haiti episode represents the first and only instance of a UN-mandated military operation to restore democracy, against the wishes of an effective government in the target state. This volume documents the crisis from the initial coup, the immediate responses of the UN, the Organization of American States (OAS), Human Rights bodies and states involved in the crisis.
Cambridge International Documents Series 10
55048-3 Hardback about $150.00

Ceremonies of Possession in Europe's Conquest of the New World, 1492-1640
Patricia Seed
This work explores the array of ceremonies that the English, the Spanish, the French, the Portuguese and the Dutch performed to enact their taking possession of the New World. The book develops the historical cultural contexts of these ceremonies, and tackles the implications for contemporary nation-states.
49748-5 Hardback $49.95
49757-4 Paperback $14.95

In Search of Respect
Selling Crack in El Barrio
Philippe Bourgois
"...outstanding anthropology and great, even stunning reporting."
—Tom Wolfe, author of The Bonfire of the Vanities
"Philippe Bourgois here turns his research expertise, first honed in Central America, on the purveyors of the drug trade in a neighborhood of metropolitan New York. No other account combines so insightfully a structural assessment of their way of life with their own understandings of their circumstances."
—Eric Wolf, City University of New York Structural Analysis in the Social Sciences 10
43518-8 Hardback $24.95

Available in bookstores or from

Cambridge University Press
40 West 20th Street, N.Y., NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423.

Web site: http://www.cup.org • MasterCard/VISA accepted. • Prices subject to change.

https://doi.org/10.1017/5002387910001788X Published online by Cambridge University Press
2nd edition
Latin America's Economic Development: Confronting Crisis edited by James L. Dietz
"Convincingly demonstrates that neoclassical economic thinking is not the only way to understand the problematic of Latin American development."—Latin American Research Review 1995 • pb $23.95

State, Capitalism, and Democracy in Latin America
Atilio A. Borón 1995 • hc $49.95

Coping with Capital Surges: The Return of Finance to Latin America
edited by Ricardo French-Davis and Stephany Griffith-Jones 1995 • hc $49.95 • pb $29.95

Economic Crisis and the State in Brazil: Toward a New Interpretation of Latin America
Luiz Carlos Bresser Pereira December 1995 • hc $55

The Challenge of Institutional Reform in Mexico
edited by Riordan Roett
"One of the more interesting collections ... on the relations between economic liberalization and political opening in Mexico."
—International Affairs 1995 • hc $37.50

Local Government in Latin America
R. Andrew Nickson
"A masterful synthesis of an incredibly vast and diverse body of material.... This will stand as the definitive reference work on the subject for years to come."—Jonathan Fox 1995 • hc $49.95

Foreign Policy and Regionalism in the Americas
edited by Gordon Mace and Jean-Philippe Therien April 1996 • hc $48

Political Reformism in Mexico: An Overview of Contemporary Mexican Politics
Stephen D. Morris October 1995 hc $49.95 • pb $19.95
America/Américas
Myth in the Making of U.S. Policy Toward Latin America
ELDON KENWORTHY

“Kenworthy’s first-rate study of Reagan’s policies in Nicaragua reminds us that even when the emperor has no clothes he remains well wrapped in myth and deception. Equally persuasively, America/Américas argues that these policies were rooted in a misleading view of the hemisphere that was firmly established before the Cold War and continues to dominate Washington’s thinking today.”—Richard Fagen
206 pages 7 illustrations cloth: $35.00 paper: $14.95

Organizing Civil Society
The Popular Sectors and the Struggle for Democracy in Chile
PHILIP D. OXHORN

“Oxhorn’s study is a model of scholarly work, a thoughtful and well-argued treatment of popular organizations that will challenge students of social movements, Chilean politics, and Latin American politics generally for years to come.”—Michael Fleet, Marquette University
390 pages cloth: $55.00 paper: $18.95

The Caribbean Legion
Patriots, Politicians, Soldiers of Fortune, 1946–1950
CHARLES D. AMERINGER

184 pages cloth: $35.00 paper: $15.95

Available in bookstores or from
PENN STATE PRESS
820 North University Drive
University Park, PA 16802-1003
Orders: 1-800-326-9180

https://doi.org/10.1017/S002387910001788X Published online by Cambridge University Press
U.S.—Latin American Relations
Third Edition
By Michael J. Kryzanek

"An excellent work for undergraduate students studying relations within the Western Hemisphere."

Choice
(review of the second edition)

This completely revised and thoroughly updated third edition of Kryzanek's widely praised text includes a wealth of new data and analysis on the key events and controversies that have shaped U.S.—Latin American relations through the first half of the Clinton administration. New and updated material addresses NAFTA, the recent Mexican political and financial crisis, Haiti, and other headline events since the last edition in 1990.

A paperback edition is available: 0-275-95084-0. $19.00 Est.

Strategy and Tactics of the Salvadoran FMLN Guerrillas
Last Battle of the Cold War, Blueprint for Future Conflicts
By José Angel Moroni Bracamonte and David E. Spencer

This book examines the military organization, strategy, and tactics of the Salvadoran FMLN guerrillas during their efforts to overthrow the government. It is largely based on the authors' personal collections of guerrilla documents captured in the war, interviews with former and captured guerrillas, and personal combat experience.


Mexico Faces the 21st Century
Edited by Donald E. Schulz and Edward J. Williams
Contributions in Latin American Studies, No. 5

With the passage of NAFTA, it appeared that Mexico was ready to catapult out of underdevelopment into the ranks of the industrialized countries. Then came 1994, and suddenly Mexico appeared dangerously close to the brink of wholesale disintegration. What went wrong? A distinguished group of veteran Mexico watchers analyze the roots of the crisis and the outlook for the future.

Greenwood Press. 1995. 232 pages. 0-313-29518-2. $59.95
A paperback edition is available: 0-275-95358-0. $18.95

PLACE YOUR CREDIT CARD ORDER TOLL-FREE, 24 HOURS-A-DAY: 1-800-225-5800

Visit us on the web at http://www.greenwood.com, or gopher to: gopher.greenwood.com
An Annotated Bibliography of the Shining Path Guerrilla Movement 1980-1993

Peter A. Stern

ISBN 0-917617-43-6
338 Pages • Price: $56.95

SALALM Secretariat • Benson Latin American Collection
Sid Richardson Hall, 1.109 • University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78713
NEW FROM ARIZONA

THE GUINEA PIG
Healing, Food, and Ritual in the Andes
Edmundo Morales
Investigates and records the cultural traditions and changes of guinea pig use in everyday life—folk medicine, native religion, and as a food source—in the Andean societies of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru.
208 pp., 80 photos
$45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper

ANSWERED PRAYERS
Miracles and Milagros along the Border
Eileen Oktavec
Foreword by Bernard Fontana
When Catholics in the Southwest ask God or a saint for help, they sometimes offer a gift—a tiny metal object known as a milagro. Oktavec investigates this ancient folk ritual which is still practiced today and describes the many places—from grand missions to hospital shrines—where milagros are found.
Southwest Center Series
256 pp., 58 photos
$35.00 cloth, $14.95 paper

LOOKING HIGH AND LOW
Art and Cultural Identity
Brenda Jo Bright and Liza Bakewell, eds.
Examining low-riders, Chicano murals, the Mexico City art world, and more, contributors explore the meaning of art in cultural context and the ways our understanding of art has been influenced by social process and aesthetic values.
224 pp., 33 photos
$40.00 cloth, $17.95 paper

THREAD OF BLOOD
Colonialism, Revolution, and Gender on Mexico’s Northern Frontier
Ana María Alonso
Rare for its integration of disciplines, placing an analysis of gender and ethnicity within a specific historical period, this book examines the construction and transformation of peasant military colonies on Mexico’s northern frontier, from the late 18th through the early 20th century.
Hegemony and Experience Series
344 pp., 2 maps
$45.00 library cloth, $19.95 paper

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA PRESS
1230 N. Park Avenue Tucson, AZ 85719 Phone/Fax 1-800-426-3797
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Cruzados, mártires y beatos
Emplazamientos del cuerpo colonial

by Mario Cesareo

“Cesareo combines admirably several skills: a deep knowledge of modern historicism, of social psychology, and of literary theory. The book is written in a very active, engaging style, full of energy and gusto, but equally rigorous and elegant.”

—Enrique Caracciolo-Trejo

200 pages
Cloth, $32.95 + $3.50 S&H
Vol. 9, Purdue Studies in Romance Literatures

PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907-1532 (800) 933-9637

New from Duke
Ethnicity, Markets, and Migration in the Andes

Edited by Brooke Larson and Olivia Harris, with Enrique Tandeter

“A fundamental challenge to established stereotypes of the Andean economy, this book will lead to a rethinking of received ideas. Including work by many of the leading scholars in the field, it will be obligatory reading for those interested in indigenous history and anthropology.”

—NATHAN WACHTEL, Collège de France
432 pages, 6 maps, paper $18.95, library cloth edition $57.50

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Box 90660 Durham, NC 27708-0660
Traditions not quite past and modernity not yet wholly present make a curious hybrid of Latin American culture. In this thought-provoking hook, a leading Mexican intellectual explores the theoretical and practical challenges presented by such a hybrid state.

$19.95 paper $49.95 cloth 328 pages (1995)

Ethnic Labels, Latino Lives
Identity and the Politics of (Re)Presentation in the United States
Hispanic or Latino? Mexican American or Chicano? Social labels often take on a life of their own beyond the control of those who coin them or to whom they are applied. In Ethnic Labels, Latino Lives, Suzanne Oboler explores the history and current use of the label “Hispanic,” as she illustrates the complex meanings that ethnicity has acquired in shaping our lives and identities.

$18.95 paper $49.95 cloth 256 pages 4 tables (1995)